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Franke Launches Professional Capsule System
Franke is entering the capsule market with the launching of two capsule machines under
the brand "K-fee PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM". As a result, Franke is offering the complete
range of commercial machines from one source. The capsule machines C200 and C250
were developed specifically for commercial use in collaboration with the capsule expert
Krüger. They ensure optimum beverage quality and variety at the push of a button.

Franke Coffee Systems has found a strong partner with K-fee System GmbH, a subsidiary of the
KRÜGER Group, with comprehensive experience in manufacturing beverage products and

capsule solutions. With the capsule system K-fee PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM developed in
collaboration, Franke is entering the professional B2B capsule market. The innovative multibeverage system combines cutting-edge technology with stylish design and provides a very
varied selection of beverage specialties in barista quality.
Tasteful and varied
The capsule machines C200 and C250 have been designed specifically for professional use
and are appealing thanks to their simple operation. The integrated, completely automatic
cleaning system ensures perfect hygiene and minimum work. The capsules used are larger than
comparable products on the market and enable preparation of beverages in restaurant quality.
The C250 is also equipped with the multiple award-winning Franke milk froth system
Foammaster and provides constant and perfect milk froth quality. At the push of a button, greattasting coffee and milk classics such as cappuccino and latte macchiato are produced as well
as enticing hot chocolates and teas.
System platform for entering the capsule business
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To ensure that the partners of Franke can also profit from the innovative concept K-fee
PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM, the two partners have developed a unique "open system". This
innovation makes it possible for partners to fill their own brand or coffee mixture into the
capsules and consequently get into the professional capsule business.
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About Franke Coffee Systems
Delicious coffee makes for wonderful moments. – Franke Coffee Systems is a leading provider of
solutions for coffee preparation beyond the kitchen. The product range encompasses fully automatic as
well as traditional coffee machines, capsule machines, and high-volume coffee brewers. A total of 500
employees work at headquarters in Aarburg (Switzerland) as well as the subsidiaries in Germany, the
United States, Great Britain, and Japan in order to provide the very best coffee solutions. The company
also relies on a global service and distribution network with over 1000 employees. As a company of the
Franke Gruppe, it belongs to Artemis Holding.
Learn more at www.capsule.franke.com.
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